Aim and contents of the paper Aim and contents of the paper It focuses on the financial variable for It focuses on the financial variable for the provision evaluation the provision evaluation It analyses the sensitivity of the fair It analyses the sensitivity of the fair valuation to interest rate parameters valuation to interest rate parameters 1.
In a deterministic scenario, evaluation is
In a deterministic scenario, evaluation is studied in a market perspective studied in a market perspective 2.
2. In a stochastic scenario, sensitivity of cash In a stochastic scenario, sensitivity of cash flows by means of numerical application flows by means of numerical application 
Preliminary remarks Preliminary remarks
The first derivative w.r.t. the evaluation rate:
It can be derived that: 
'' ) and ( ) and ( Ω Ω , , F F , , P P ) are ) are probability spaces probability spaces Assumption on the market: Assumption on the market: The reserve fair value is represented as function of the time t and the drift parameter k:
